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1. Introduction
After the particularly successful year 2005, the year 2006 has been a solid and good one in terms of both research and teaching. The increase of the number of Master students is particularly notable.

2. Personnel
As of 1 June 2006, drs. Osvald Vasicek has been appointed as Ph.D. student at GHF, as successor of Marieke van den Doel.

Osvald Vasicek was born 1st of January 1980 in Brno, Czech Republic (former Czechoslovakia). He studied Theology and Religious Studies at the University of Amsterdam from 1999 to 2004, and specialized in History of Hermetic Philosophy and related currents. His research project is titled The Beginnings of Christian Kabbalah in Renaissance Germany: Johannes Reuchlin's Synthesis of Cusanian Neoplatonism and Jewish Kabbalah. The project investigates Reuchlin’s synthesis of the neoplatonic philosophy of Nicholas of Cusa and elements from the Jewish mystical tradition (especially the Kabbalah). Special points of attention are the history of neoplatonism in Germany (Eckhart, Berthold of Moosburg, Cusa), and the relation of Sephardic and Ashkenazi Jewry within the Jewish literature used by Reuchlin. Reuchlin’s work is in more than one respect a crossroads of different discourses present in Germany in the early modern period. This project will describe and analyse the interaction between Jewish, Christian and neoplatonic discourse.

3. Teaching
3.1. Teaching Program
The BA minor “Westerse esoterie” has been expanded. It now consists of four modules: Hermetica I: Inleiding Westerse esoterie (taught by Hanegraaff, Pasi, von Stuckrad), Hermetica II: Oudheid/Middeleeuwen (taught by von Stuckrad), Hermetica III: Vroeg moderne periode (taught by Hanegraaff) and Hermetica IV:
19e/20e eeuw (taught by Pasi). Furthermore, von Stuckrad has again taught the introductory course of Religious Studies in the Bachelor.

As for the MA “Mysticism and Western Esotericism”, Hanegraaff taught “Contested Knowledge I: Altered States of Consciousness and Western Esotericism”; von Stuckrad taught “Renaissance Esotericism I: Jewish and Christian Kabbalah”; and Pasi taught “Occult Trajectories II: Women and Gender Issues in Modern Western Esotericism”. In addition, Pasi coordinated the MA core module “Key Publications in Religious Studies” and von Stuckrad taught the module “Religious Pluralism in Europe” (with Rob Pauls).

3.2. Level of participation

2nd semester 2005-2006

- Bachelor

Hermetica II  Kocku von Stuckrad  13 students
Hermetica III Marco Pasi  17 students

- Master Trajectory Mysticism and Western Esotericism

Occult Trajectories II: Women and Gender Issues in Modern Western Esotericism Marco Pasi  12 studenten

1st semester 2006-2007

- Bachelor

Hermetica I Wouter Hanegraaff, Marco Pasi, Kocku von Stuckrad  59 students
Hermetica III Wouter Hanegraaff  5 students

- Master Trajectory Mysticism and Western Esotericism

Contested Knowledge I: Altered
4. Research

4.1. Research Program

The previous research program focus on “magic and modernization” has been replaced by a new one:

*Western Esotericism: Continuities and Discontinuities*

Questions relating to the construction of “tradition” are central to the study of Western esotericism, and this in several regards. On the one hand, the idea of a “chain of superior knowledge and revelation” — often referred to as *prisca theologia* or *philosophia perennis* — has been a powerful element of esoteric identities from the Middle Ages through modernity. On the other hand, the attempt to construct an esoteric “tradition” has been central to many scholarly approaches in the history of religion: it was often taken for granted that there is a characteristic “Gnostic” or “Hermetic” tradition that shaped European culture and contributed to the formation of modernity.

This research program, understood as a framework for individual research projects carried out by the staff members of the chair, addresses both the methodological issues involved and concrete historical cases that enhance our understanding of the complex dynamics of shaping “tradition”. The aim is to differentiate continuities in the history of Western esotericism — for doing so, the
concept of *longue durée* may serve as a suitable instrument of analysis—and discontinuities that are an often underestimated feature of historical development.

As a methodological background, all projects depart from the assumption that Western culture is best described as pluralistic. Three assumptions in particular are essential for this approach: (a) from antiquity on, Western culture has been characterized by a religious pluralism that fostered identities by constructing an opposing “other”; (b) critical reflection on and negotiation of religious truth claims have been influenced by interaction between different cultural systems (such as religion, science, art, literature, politics, law, economics, etc.); (c) competing ways of attaining knowledge of the world are a key to understanding the role of esotericism in Western discourse.

Individual research projects

*Discursive Transfers: Interferences between Jewish, Christian, Muslim, and Pagan Esotericism in Early Modern Europe*  
(Dr. Kocku von Stuckrad, 2003-2007)

This project takes up recent discussions about religious pluralism and the nature of European history of religion. Using a discursive methodological approach—thus including social, political, juridical, economic, and other factors—the project focuses on interferences and common themes between different religious traditions in the early modern period. Esotericism is a particularly good example of the transfers of knowledge and semantics between different religions and from one cultural system to another. Often, these transfers are strong elements of active differentiation, polemic, and rhetoric of identity, being an indication of a ‘hot’ pluralistic situation. One aim of this project is to show the importance of Jewish, Muslim, and ‘Pagan’ traditions for the shaping of early modern esotericism. From the fifteenth through the eighteenth centuries these religions were actively involved in cultural processes. To illustrate these involvements, a double strategy will be applied. On the one hand, paradigmatic persons will be scrutinized that stand on the interface between different traditions (for instance, Isaac Abarbanel, Guillaume Postel, Knorr von Rosenroth, or Johann Heinrich Alsted). On the other hand, the analysis of important cultural concepts will lead to a better understanding of the interferences between and the common interests of different religious traditions. One such concept is ‘apocalypticism,’ because the charging of history with meaning and the subsequent application of astrology is of paramount importance for Christian, Jewish, and Muslim
discourses alike. Another concept is ‘tradition,’ being a rhetoric device to construct superior historical narratives and religious identities on a pluralistic field of discourse. This project has already resulted in a monographic study of Western esotericism and several articles; for 2006 and 2007, it will be combined with the research project “Locations of Knowledge.”

*Locations of Knowledge in Early Modern Europe: Western Esotericism and Dynamics of Distancing*
(Dr. Kocku von Stuckrad, 2006-2008)

European history of religion is characterized not only by a pluralism of religious ‘traditions,’ but also by a variety of systems of knowledge that are critically opposed to one another. Claims of higher or universal knowledge have been based, for instance, on empiric research, on individual experience, or hermeneutics of sacred text. If we consider science, philosophy, mysticism, philology, art, and literature as distinct yet interacting ‘cultures of knowledge’ we will gain a better understanding of the role esotericism played in an ongoing discourse of higher truth. This project combines an historical with a theoretical approach: claims of superior knowledge of the world are located in cultural systems that developed between the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries. At the same time, the project addresses the instruments of analysis that post-Enlightenment scholars have applied in order to make sense of the historical development. It is shown that claims of ‘tradition’ did not only serve early modern identities, but that historiography also constitutes identities of modern culture. Scholarly descriptions are themselves discursive formations, as they construct disjunctions between ‘premodern’ and ‘modern.’ The project scrutinizes these ‘disjunctive strategies,’ working in the hands of modern identities, with regard to influential dichotomies that had been introduced in the 19th century. Science versus pseudo-science, rationality versus superstition, science versus religion, religion versus magic, astronomy versus astrology, chemistry versus alchemy, image versus art, myth versus history: all these disjunctions reveal a discourse of Othering that fostered images of modernity and enlightenment vis-à-vis the past. The project runs from 2006 through 2008 and will result in a major monograph.

*Konx Om Pax: The History of a Mysterious Formula*
(Dr. Marco Pasi, 2005-2008)

This research concerns processes of what may be termed the “esoterisation” of themes and ideas. It focuses on the history of the alleged Eleusinian formula “Konx Om Pax”. It is an example of an interesting phenomenon of “migration” of ideas, symbols and themes, which have been historically rejected by mainstream scholars and scientists, and are at one point adopted by esoterical discourses. This connects also to the relationship between secularisation and contemporary esotericism, because one can see in these migrations of ideas an almost
paradoxical effort at re-enchanting what had never been enchanted before. This project should result in the publication of a scholarly monograph.

The Problem of Magic in the History of Western Culture
(Dr. Marco Pasi, 2006-2008)
This project aims at writing a broad, historical overview of the role played by the idea of magic in Western culture, and it builds up on previous research done for my Ph.D. dissertation, which focused mainly on the idea of magic in occultist circles between the 19th and the 20th century. This overview would apply, obviously on a larger scale, the methodological tools that have been proposed and used in this dissertation. It should result in the publication of a book.

Georges Le Clément de Saint-Marcq and the History of Belgian Spiritualism
(Dr. Marco Pasi, 2006-2008)
This project investigates the life and works of one of the most interesting figures in the history of European spiritualism: the Belgian G. Le Clément de Saint-Marcq (1865-1956). He became famous around 1912 in occultist and spiritualist circles after the publication of a pamphlet in which he argued that the history of Christianity, and more particularly the ritual of the Eucharist, was based on the practice of spermatophagy, as instituted during the Last Supper by Jesus Christ himself. The polemics generated by this publication put an end to Le Clément’s brilliant career as military officer, freemason and spiritualist. This research will throw light on a figure whom has been virtually ignored so far by scholars and will also allow to sketch an historical overview of the development of occultism and spiritualism in Belgium at the turn of the century (itself an understudied topic). The project will result in the publication of a monograph.

Esotericism and the Academy
(Prof. Dr. Wouter J. Hanegraaff, 2006-2008)
The goal of this project is to write an introduction to the study of Western esotericism as an academic field of research, which outlines the history of the discipline and addresses central theoretical and methodological issues related to it. The project relies partly on thoroughly revised and updated articles and chapters about method and theory in the study of Western esotericism published by the author between 1995 and the present. The book will consist of four parts: (1) An introductory overview of the study of Western esotericism as it currently exists; (2) An historical overview of how the concept of what is nowadays referred to as Western esotericism has developed since its origins in the 17th century up to the present; (3) An argument for perceiving Western esotericism as the historical outcome of what may be
referred to as the “Grand Polemical Narrative” basic to Western culture; (4) A perspective on how the study of Western esotericism might develop on such foundations, and its wider implications for our understanding of Western religion and culture.

*The Presence of Gods: Monotheism and the Animation of Images*
(Prof. Dr. Wouter J. Hanegraaff, 2005-2009)

This project investigates the history in Western culture of the belief that images (e.g. statues, pictures, amulets, and signs) may become “animated” by a spiritual or demonic force or presence. A classic example is the description in the Hermetic *Asclepius* of how the ancient Egyptians used to “make gods” by drawing down higher powers into their temple statues. Due largely to the condemnation of such practices by Augustine in his *De Civitate Dei*, the hermetic animation of statues became a central issue in various debates concerning the relation between biblical monotheism and “pagan” traditions. While the animation of images might at first sight look like a subject of somewhat minor importance to the history of religions, it will be argued that it is in fact central to the “Grand Polemical Narrative” of Western culture, because it is crucial to most of the oppositions that have structured its development, notably monotheism versus paganism, religion versus magic, Protestantism versus Roman Catholicism, materialism versus animism, doctrinal belief versus ritual practice, and even science and rationality versus art and the irrational. The field nowadays referred to as “Western esotericism” is the result of a complex historical process in which Western culture has been (and keeps) defining its own identity by excluding certain kinds of belief and practice and enclosing them into the domain of the imagined “other”. For a variety of reasons, images are central to this domain, in particular if combined with the idea that they may be animated. By tracing the notion of animated images through its main stages of historical development, this project explores the relevance of this notion to the history of Western esotericism, and the implications for our understanding of monotheism, rationality, science and art.

*Altered States of Consciousness in Western Esotericism*
(Prof. Dr. Wouter J. Hanegraaff, 2006-2010)

This project investigates the textual and empirical evidence for so-called “altered states of consciousness” (ASC) as a crucial, but traditionally underestimated, dimension of Western esotericism. With origins in early-20th century approaches to the study of religion such as notably that of William James, the concept of ASC was coined in the 1960s in the wake of the “psychedelic revolution” of that period, and has been adopted notably by transpersonal psychology. As a result of these backgrounds, the concept of ASC is still quite strongly associated with the countercultural agendas of the 1960s, and the subject has accordingly been
neglected by mainstream academic research (in this regard, the parallel with “Western esotericism” is a close one). This is highly unfortunate, because the concept of ASC in fact stands for a domain of study in the history of religions that is widely documented in the textual sources and particularly relevant to the history of Western esotericism, but is easily overlooked because of the absence in academic research of an appropriate scholarly terminology and theoretical apparatus. The research project seeks to highlight the relevance of ASC for the history of Western esotericism, with examples such as e.g. the platonic “frenzies” and their reception in Christian contexts; the notion of “gnosis” as noetic experience in gnostic, hermetic and related contexts; religious practices such as e.g. theurgy; visionary trance phenomena reported from contexts such as Christian theosophy; practical techniques for inducing ASC in the wake of mesmerism; and the use of psychoactive substances for inducing ASC in esoteric and occultist contexts in the 19th and 20th centuries. While the emphasis will be on analyzing textual sources, the research will also include empirical research into contemporary use of ASC in esoteric contexts, such as e.g. channeling and neo-shamanism. Central to the analysis of materials will be how ASC are related to ideas on the one hand, and to practices on the other.

4.2. Research Output.

W.J. Hanegraaff

The Story of ESSWE. *Newsletter of the European Society for the Study of Western Esotericism* 1, pp. 2-5.

“Everybody is Right”: Frank Visser’s Analysis of Ken Wilber’

[http://www.integralworld.net](http://www.integralworld.net)

M. Pasi

*Aleister Crowley und die Versuchung der Politik.* Graz: Ares Verlag, 335 pp.


C.K.M. von Stuckrad


Die Rede vom “Christlichen Abendland”: Hintergründe und Einfluss einer Meistererzählung. In: Christian Augustin, Johannes Wienand & Christiane


5. Further Activities

5.1. Conference Organization


5.2. Lectures and Conference Participation

W.J. Hanegraaff


Magnetic Gnosis: Somnambulism and the Quest for Absolute Knowledge. Conference: *Die Enzyklopädie der Esoterik: Allwissenheitsmythen und Universalwissenschaftliche*
Modelle in der Esoterik der Neuzeit, Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Germany, 29 September.

Magnetic Gnosis: Somnambulism and the Quest for Absolute Knowledge. Invited lecture at the Institute für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene e.V. (IGPP), Freiburg, Germany, 20 December.

R. van Kreijl


M. Pasi


The Sociability of Occultism at the Turn of the 20th Century. Conference: Geloof, gezelligheid en gemeenschapszin, Huizinga Institute, Amsterdam, 24 May.


The Study of Esotericism: Between Orientalism and Occidentalism. Session Hermetic currents and esotericism as part of the 6th Conference of the European Association for the Study of Religions, Bucharest, Rumania, 23 September.

From the Stake to the Stoel: Western Esotericism and Witchcraft. Invited public Lecture, Museum de Heksenwaag, Oudewater (Netherlands), 13 October.
C.K.M. von Stuckrad


Das andere Wissen - das Andere wissen: Die Esoterik in der Europäischen Kulturgeschichte. Series of lectures on *Knowledge* at the Fachhochschule Aargau, Switzerland, 4 April.


The Mystical Body: The Shekhinah as Role Model from the Zohar to Madonna. Conference *Constructing Gender in Religious Symbolic Systems* at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, 20 May.


5.3. Editorial Activities

W.J. Hanegraaff

Member European editorial board *Religion*, Academic Press.
Member editorial board *Numen*. Leiden & Boston: Brill.
Member editorial Board *Esoterica*. [http://www.esoteric.msu.edu](http://www.esoteric.msu.edu)
Member editorial advisory board *Journal of Contemporary Religion*. Carfax publ.

M. Pasi

Book review editor *Aries: Journal for the Study of Western Esotericism*.
Editor *Politica Hermetica*.

C. K. M. von Stuckrad